Coordinator Call – April 11, 2013  2 p.m.
The Importance of Orientations (transcript)

My name is Abby Greer and I am the Primary Coordinator for our timebank, the Kent Community TimeBankin Kent, Ohio.  We just turned 3 years old and now have 466 members.  Our members are actively exchanging daily with March topping out at 23 hours each day.  Our timebank is member-led and all of our coordinators and staff are paid in Time Credits.
If I were forced to answer why our timebank is so active, I would have to say first, because of our orientations, second, our facebookgroup page and third, our potlucks.  So, you can see that we truly value our orientation!
When we started our timebank, the person that founded the timebankwith me felt that we didn’t need orientations.  I was young (HA) and impressionable and while I had some red flags, I agreed.  We thought, hey, they seem to get the idea, they like it, the software is all right there…what more could they need?
3 years later, it is those first 100 members or so that a) haven’t logged into their software in over a year, b) don’t attend potlucks or group projects and c) if they do get on the software, they do not record time credits properly or understand how to do certain simple things.
The new members we have now, often start timebanking right away, they have almost NO difficulties with the software, they understand the rules and guidelines of being a timebanker and they have a greater vision and scope of the timebank.  And, I’m going to be smug enough to add that many people leave the orientation with a hope for humanity.
What I thought I could do, is share with you our agenda for our orientation and I think, in doing that, we can stop at each point and discuss its importance.  I am reading off a transcript and will share this transcript along with the agenda and other pertinent documents in several places after the call.

We hold our orientations at the public library community room spaces.  Both Kent and Twinsburg (a hub of KCTB) are lucky to have wonderful libraries with state of the art equipment.  We use their projector and screen and I use my own netbookbut Tom “borrows” a laptop from his library.  Both libraries have a dvd player that we use.
We do not use a power point presentation.  I have seen a few others orientations on power point and I was sorely jealous…I think power points can be very effective.  However, I have had several attendees tell me that they were so tired of power points and, frankly, were glad that there wasn’t one!
The only other visual we use is a large dry-erase marquee.
We also bring a separate sign-up sheet on a clip board which is easy to cross reference between whoat the meeting has already applied online and who might need a “gentle nudge” email.  Since they came to the meeting, you want to grab them while they are hot!  *where most people come from
We hold the meetings monthly.  Now that Tom is trained in Twinsburg, people do have the opportunity twice a month to get the same orientation, it is just a 20 minute drive.  We also do one-on-one orientations and/or small group but we try our best to get folks to come to the monthly one.
We don’t do the orientations before or after a potluck or a different timebankmeeting and we don’t allow for lengthy discussion.  As you will see, the agenda is pretty tight and barring too many questions, the content can take 1.5 hours from start to finish.


Let’s take a look at our agenda and I will comment about why we do things in red:


ORIENTATION/INFORMATIONAL MEETING AGENDA
(revised: July, 2012)


6:15:  Arrive and queue up the dvd, hook up netbook and find website, arrange chairs  (most of you are well aware of tech difficulties so leave time for that!)
6:50 – 6:55 :  Introduce myself (and any coordinators there) and give a brief overview of the evening  We typically have all the current timebankers wear name tags but don’t ask attendees to wear them.
6:55 – 7:10:  PBS, Fixing The Future DVD (Portland Hour Exchange)  We show the PBS 10 minute documentary on the Portland, Maine timebank because it sounds and looks very much like our timebank, it gives a great overview of the power of timebanking and, finally, anything PBS does gives timebankingcredibility.  In a way, this is what we use to explain timebanking.  You can view the short piece online but I found the dvdto be a safer bet…it is $12 at Amazon and is titled “Fixing the Future”.  The timebank is the fourth and last segment.
7:10 – 7:25:  Discuss how, why and when KCTB was formed.  Announce current membership and total Time Credits exchanged.  Discuss the FIVE Core Values of timebanking(Assets, Re-defining Work, Reciprocity, Social Networks and Respect).  This has been really powerful for us because I think it really sets the stage for the “professionalism” of the timebank.  We also use this part of the presentation to begin to train orientation leaders.  It is a small chunk that is not intimidating at all.  We pre-write on the dry-erase board “The 5 Core Values of Timebanking” and then begin all five with the first letter, “A” for assets, and so on.  At the bottom of the dry erase board, we write “KCTB POTLUCKS RULE”…I started doing this as a reminder to talk briefly about them!  Sometimes, the person reading the core values can talk about potlucks too.


Talk about where KCTB hopes to take timebanking:  
We started talking about the “levels of timebanking” because it is easy to get stuck on the “what can I give” and “what can I get”….it puts a new spin on how deep timebankingcan go.  I created these levels of timebanking (work in progress) but I am not happy with them and they are not necessarily the way things have to go in a timebank.  It was just a way to take the concept from “me” to “us”.  I also use these levels as a psychological tool because after each level, I say “but we can’t get to this level without the first level..without you and me.”
              
               *LEVELS OF TIMEBANKING
                  I.  Neighbors like me and you
                  II.  Small groups and clubs
                 III.  Larger groups and organizations including non-profits and churches
                 IV.  Merchants and local businesses
                  V.  Schools, public and private, municipalities, youth courts, secondary education               
                 VI.  Senior Citizens
                VII.  Prison re-entry programs

               *CHAMPIONS – why they are important. Thisis a good time to talk about champions and funding.  For us, we are member-led, so we do not have a paid staff.  If someone wants to see the Animal Protective Shelter on the timebank, we will need a champion to make it happen.  This champion understands timebankingand is also passionate about the organization.  This person can make those connections happen and not the staff of the timebank.  These are the very words we use in our orientations.  We also squeak in here that all of our staff members are paid in time credits and that we are currently seeking creative funding and sustainability strategies.  

7:25 – 7:35:  Member testimonials (1 or 2 members speaking)  Thisis really, really powerful and has many benefits.  The audience gets to see someone other than a coordinator talking about their experience and so it is real.  At the same time,this member giving the testimonial may find this experience rewarding and might want to have more leadership responsibility.  It is important to ask them to keep their testimony brief…you can see we only leave 10 minutes for this.
7:40 – 8:40:  Software tutorial  Thispart of our orientation has been so incredibly beneficial, it will be difficult to tell you all the reasons for doing this but it is obvious, to begin with, that the first touch and look of the software gives new members a comfort zone that psychologically gives them a leg up.  If you are a facebook user, you may remember the first 10 minutes your eyes looked at facebookand how jumbled and confusing it was?  Within 10 minutes, your eyes became adjusted and the more you learned, the more comfortable you became.  You also probably developed an “intuition” for facebook.  The same thing happens with the software but this first touch, this first uncomfortable moment is important to get through with your members.

The second biggest reason for having a live, software tutorial is that it really continues to answer most of the questions that your new timebankershave:  How do I find members?  What happens if something goes wrong?  Where do log my hours?  What if someone doesn’t get back to me?  How do I look at the recent offers and requests?  And on and on and on….

We begin this part of the meeting by suggesting that any one interrupt us at any time.  Because we begin to move fast…it is hard to see your audience…so I always check in with everyone and make sure they know they are free to interrupt.
Essentially, we start at the very beginning.  We show people the home page without signing in.  We explain the URL address and how to bookmark it.  This is new for some people, believe it or not.  We explain that this is an open source format and is not secure.  Sounds negative, but it’s true and it’s important that your members know that.  I typically say that most of the websites they use aren’t secure…and nothing in the world is 100% secure but it is unlikely that any of our timebankers will become a victim of internet fraud.

From here, we basically walk through what the public can see when they visit the homepage of Community Weaver (we talk about the calendar) and then we show people how to log in.  Once logged in, we go through each and every tab.  You will have your own ways for doing this but we do it religiously and it always brings up more questions.  I am going to attach a sample “software tutorial tips” (used for training purposes) that walks you through the entire software tutorial.  I will attach this at the bottom of this document. 
In my mind, all of tutorial is important but if you asked me what we never fail to comment on, it would be the following list:
	How to log in – That your user name is your real name and that SPAM filter!
	There are 3 ways to contact members  (this can take you back to SPAM filter and the fact that members are required to respond…generally within 48 hours and this might be a good place to tell them about your member complaint system…)
	How important your picture is on your profile page (a good time to tell them they earn time credits for finishing their bio – how to record them)
	How to read member’s profiles and service ads…how detailed are they?  How do they wish to be contacted?
	How to record time credits and why the data is important to us
	How to record time credits if there was no service ad
	How to find members
	How to find whole neighborhoods
	How to use the RSS feed (we do it twice!)
	How to pay yourself for finishing your profile, bringing a potluck dish, writing your first offer and request.  We explain that KCTB is a member of the timebankand we also have many requests!  We walk through this “record hours for this listing”
	PayPal..again, how important financial contributions are to us


ASK IF THERE ARE QUESTIONS!~
8:40 – 8:45:  Hand out paper applications and explain how to apply online We do a paper application and the online application as we are sure to get birthdates and previous addresses for our “lite” background search.  Additionally, we find comfort when people physically check off the back of the application as well.  So, now they have signed (and checked) two different places that says they agree to following the terms of the timebank.

So, that’s how we do our orientations!  I realize it is a LOT of information and, often, I can tell it is on the brink of overload for some attendees, but I feel we have honed it down to the barest of essentials and just can’t make it any shorter.
Does anyone have any questions or comments and then I thought we might see what you all are doing for your orientations and do you feel they are successful?
Chris suggested that you think about the next “Open Forum” Coordinator Call and make a list of topics you would like to hear addressed either by an experienced coordinator or a roundtable of experienced coordinators!
Thank you all very much for this opportunity…I apologize for reading my script!



Sample Orientation Agenda:
KENT COMMUNITY TIMEBANK 
ORIENTATION/INFORMATIONAL MEETING AGENDA
(revised: July, 2012)


6:15:  Arrive and queue up the dvd, hook up netbook and find website, arrange chairs
6:50 – 6:55 :  Introduce myself (and any coordinators there) and give a brief overview of the evening
6:55 – 7:10:  PBS, Fixing The Future DVD (Portland Hour Exchange)
7:10 – 7:25:  Discuss how, why and when KCTB was formed.  Announce current membership and total Time Credits exchanged.  Discuss the FIVE Core Values of timebanking(Assets, Re-defining Work, Reciprocity, Social Networks and Respect).  Mention the importance of potlucks.  Talk about where KCTB hopes to take timebanking:
              
               *LEVELS OF TIMEBANKING
                   I.  Neighbors like me and you
                  II.  Small groups and clubs
                 III.  Larger groups and organizations including non-profits and churches
                 IV.  Merchants and local businesses
                  V.  Schools, public and private, municipalities, youth courts, secondary education               
                 VI.  Senior Citizens
                VII.  Prison re-entry programs

               *CHAMPIONS – why they are important

7:25 – 7:35:  Member testimonials (1 or 2 members speaking)
7:40 – 8:40:  Software tutorial
8:40 – 8:45:  Hand out paper applications and explain how to apply online

Checklist for items to bring:
-netbook
-Fixing the Future DVD
-Blank applications (adult and youth)
-Clipboard with sign-in sheet
-fat dry erase marker
-Edgar Cahn books:  Time Dollars and No More Throw Away People


*************************************************************************************

Software Tutorial Tips – for training leaders for live software demonstrations:

Software Tutorial Tips for the Orientation
(edited on 12/9/12)

	Start at the home page (before signing in)


	Point out calendar that the public can see


	Point out that “username” means full name (i.e. Chris Lasko)


	Point out how to “Create An Account”


	Scroll down to bottom and show RSS feed as a tool to view offers and requests in a chronological order.  You will come back to that point.


	Sign in with username “member’s real name” and password “real password”


	Click on “Give and Receive” tab and view Marketplace


	Mention that the search function will work but gives COMPLETE search of word


	From this point, you can begin with a hypothetical example such as:  I am looking for someone to watch my dog while I am gone all day.  Go to pet care.  Find an ad that you like and click on it. 


	Point out that there are three ways to contact this memberabout his/her pet care:  



Click on “respond to this post” which will private message this person but that comes with drawbacks such as, what if it goes to that member’s spam filter.

Click on the member’s profile and email them directly

3.  See that there is a phone number but also READ the person’s profile as they may have stated how they prefer to be contacted.

	While you are on their profile, take note of the following


	Their picture!  It helps!  (KCTB thinks this is so important that KCTB will pay you a Time Credit to complete your profile, directions on how to that is coming up)


Their bio….who they are and why they are timebanking  (again, we think it is important to write a nice bio for yourself)

	Look at their offers and requests


	How they prefer to be contacted


	A map of where they live


	Tell a hypothetical story that you tried to contact the person and they did not contact you back.  Did you try contacting them all three ways?  If so, please contact your coordinators and let them know.  It is important that timebankersare timely and responsible and even though they don’t HAVE to do the service exchange, they must respond and, preferably, within 48 hours.  We have a system in place to help prevent this from happening but we won’t know it has happened unless we are told.



	BACK TO THE PET CARE EXCHANGE:  Now it has happened so how to record it?


-Before the exchange happened, both members should discuss all details, such as how long it will take and are there materials involved?  Who is going to record the Time Credit(s)?  Taking care to work out all the details before the exchange can help avoid any misunderstandings.

-The proper way to record the Time Credit is to go back to the service ad and click on “record hours for this listing”.  It will be automatic and then an email notification goes to both members that the transaction took place.  Either party can edit the exchange if there was a mistake.


	WHAT HAPPENS IF THERE WAS NO SERVICE AD:  


Say, for example, I babysit for you but I don’t have babysitting up as an offer.  Then we go to the generic tab (under the “give and receive” tab called “Post an Exchange”.  We only use this if there is no service ad.  We prefer to post hours under the service ads because this is the best way for us to maintain and utilize the data.

	Go back to the “give and receive” tab and go through each function.



-“View all members”:  Not in alphabetical order.  You can type in first name and hit “return” or “apply”.  You can also leave name blank but type in “Twinsburg” in the “neighborhood” box.  This will be important for each hub.



-“View all offers”:  When you click on this, point out how the developers chose to lump all new offers in with the old offers.  This becomes time consuming as you begin to see the same offers all the time.  The way to view the offers more efficiently,is to scroll down and click on the little orange RSS feed icon.  Most computers will allow you to view this feed.  You can see it on your computers FAVORITES/FEEDS/HISTORY function.  You have to log in to your account for it to automatically update it, but it is nice to view the offers as they come in, NOT lumped in categories.  

-“View all requests”:  Explain the SAME thing over,see how the requests are all lumped in with old requests.  Scroll down and click on that RSS feed icon and view them chronologically.  Remind them that instructions of how to use the RSS feed is on the front page of the software on the bottom.

- Don’t bother with “View All Service Ads”…I find it confusing.


	Back to the “Give and Receive” tab:  Post a Service Ad


-The program will walk you through how to post an ad.  Point out that it is important to be as detailed as you can be and SELL YOURSELF!  There may be several timebankers offering the same thing so you want to sell your service!

-Discuss the expiration date.  If you do not set it, it will automatically expire in 3 months.  However, it will be saved in the “My Accounts” function and can be edited with a new expiration date.





	Back to the “Give and Receive” tab:  Record an exchange


-Remind them that this is only used when no service ad was written (either request or offer).


	Go the “My Account” tab


-My messages:  explain how this works like facebookand you can view message boxes.  Again, remind them about the spam filter.

-“My Services”:  shows what you are offering and requesting

-“My Hours”: shows a detailed accounting of your hours


	Donate button is nice to mention!  We use PayPal.




	Show them that Kent Community TimeBank is a member of its own timebank!  


So, one more time, show them how to record hours for finishing their profile, attending this meeting, writing their first offer and request and bringing a potluck dish to the potluck.

-Go to the “Give and Receive” tab.

-Click on “View All Members”

-Type in Kent and hit “apply”

-Find Kent Community TimeBank and open it.

-Scroll through the requests that the timebank has to find the appropriate ad.  

-Open the ad and click on “record hours for this post”





